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SAM 21 Members setup the Booth at Wings of History Museum 
Open House on 16 May 2009.  This gave us a chance to show our 

wares and building skills, and maybe even attract a few new  
members!  Thanks to all who came down on that hot day! 

MAY 2009    # 107 snr 
( official newsletter of  the BlackJack Club) 

SAM-21  
CLIPPER 

Society of Antique Modelers    Chapter 21     AMA 1470 
 

  next meeting:  Thursday 
MAY 28th_ 7:30 pm   
at  SARATOGA FIREHOUSE 
Corner Saratoga Ave & Hwy 9 

Park in rear & Enter thru Front door 
Goodie Schedule - page 2 

 

Thanks to GEORGE JOKI for  April Goodies! 
 

 Thanks to LESCHER for the  Coffee! 
& Thanks to Walt for the Facilities!   

 

Sam 21 Dues :    $25 Full member -  $15 associate 

PRESIDENT:  BILL COPELAND    4863 Primrose Lane, Livermore, Ca  94551   925-449-1105      bnbent@pacbell.net 
VICE PREZ:   WALT GURNEY 12767 HOMES Dr, SARATOGA, CA 95070 408-996-2725                 wgurney@comcast.net 
SEC/TREAS:  GARY LEOPOLD  905 ANITA Ave, BELMONT,  CA 94002 650-592-5716                gnleopold@sbcglobal.net  
         EDITOR:      STEVE  ROSELLE  933 Barbara Ave  Mtn. View, Ca    94040                     650-969-1721                   rosy@cheerful.com 
Competition. Co-Ord:   DAVE LEWIS  4709 Malero Plc.   San Jose,  Ca     95129                     408-246-2257             lewis966@comcast.net   
CHIEF PUBLISHER    JANET ROSELLE       933 Barbara Ave, Mtn View, Ca  94040           650-969-1721             stoney7@mindspring.com  

 933 Barbara Ave 
Mountain View, Ca   

94040 

 
Now 

44 cents, 
Please! 

 
 
 

GUEST COPY 

First Class           (You Betcha!) 

SAM 21ANNUAL CONTEST 
at SCHMIDT�s Ranch 
30-31 MAY  (flyer inside) 

Great Prizes!  -  Great Food!  
Great Friends! 

Be There! 

In this  issue:  
 

 p.2   -  2009 SAM WESTERN REGION  CALENDAR   
 p.3   - APRIL  Minutes        
 p.4  -  ROSY�s Outlook -  Celebrity OBITS and Misc Thots 
 p.5  - TAXDAY DESTRESSER   Contest Report 
 p. 6  - Thos Who Have  -  da KID VS.  da TREE   
 P.8  - Lewis reports on the NEW ARF BOMBER 
 P.9  - BOB ANGEL�Making an Alcohol Tank for Ohlssons 
    VonKonsky�s 3D  ATA Electric 
 P.12 - SAM 21 CONTEST FLYER  30/31 MAY 
       P.14  PLANS WANTED by VonKonsky 
  Western States Champs Flyer  06 June 2009 
 

id107784109 pdfMachine by Broadgun Software  - a great PDF writer!  - a great PDF creator! - http://www.pdfmachine.com  http://www.broadgun.com 
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SAM 21�s Website:  
   www.SAM-21.ORG       

2009 
January 22 

February 26 
March 26 
April 23 

May 28 
June 25 
July 23 

August 27 
September 24 

October 22 
November 19  

     (due to Thanksgiving Conflict) 
December 17  

     (due to Christmas Conflict) 

Sam 21 Meeting Dates            
7:30 p.m.   

@ SARATOGA FIRE  
DEPARTMENT  

Corner Saratoga ave &  
Sunnyvale-Saratoga Hwy 

2009 GOODIE  
Schedule 

  Here are the choices for the year.   I went   
by  alphabetical order on the roster (but 
Started with me) excusing those who nor-
mally do not come to meetings on a regular 
basis.  
If you cannot  accommodate this schedule,  
then it will be your  responsibility to Shang-
Hi (uhh) persuade another member to take 
your place.   

And If you feel �The Call� 
(and aren�t on this list), please call some 

unfortunate soul on the list and offer to take 
their place.   

 

JANUARY Gurney 
FEB               Roselle 
MARCH             Sargent 
APRIL                  Joki 
MAY               Leopold 
JUNE  Lewis 
JULY  Marshall 
AUGUST Mette  
SEPT  Smith 
OCT  Saso    
NOV          Vanderbeek 
DEC               Dowling 

2009   SAM   WEST COAST  Event Schedule Revised 31 Dec, 2008 

Italics are  PRELIMINARY Dates�Subject to Change! 
Call Steve Roselle  650-969-1721  Email: rosy@cheerful.com   for corrections or additions 

Month Saturday Sunday Event     
JAN 3 4       
JAN 10 11 1/10-11 AMA Trade Show�Ontario, Ca    
JAN 17 18  19 1/17-19     SOUTHWEST REGIONALS, Eloy Az   
JAN 24 25 Sat�NCFFC AWARDS BANQUET�site unk. at theis time 
JAN/F 31 1 SAM 21 Annual BANQUET�Carrow�s 910 Saratoga ave, SJ 
 

FEB 7 8       
FEB 14 15      
FEB 21 22 SAM 8 MISERY MEET  FF/RC  HLP, WA.    206 244 3936 
  For other SAM 8 events:  http://www.geocities.com/the_great_sam8/ 
 

FEB/M 28 1     
MAR 7 8 Sun SGMA Spring Bash  FF/RC  Wegaell fld.   
MAR 14 15 Fri/Sat SABBATINI COLLECTO�Fresno  559-287-1717  
MAR 21 22 Sunday 3/22 Easter     
MAR 28 29 SAM 26  SPRING ANNUAL  RC Taft, Ca   805-739-0329    
 

APR 4 5 Sat NCFFC Sierra Champs   FF/RC  Wegaell fld. 
APR 11 12  
APR 18 19  
APR 25 26  
 

MAY 2 3 NCFFC; Nor Cal�FF only    Wageall fld.  
MAY 9 10 Sunday 5/10 (Mother's Day) 
MAY 16 17  
MAY 23 24 Monday 5/25 Memorial Day weekend 
 

MAY   30 31 SAM 21 RANCH ROMP  Schmidt Ranch   
JUNE 6 7 Sat    NCFFC Western States Champs    FF/RC  Wageall fld. 
JUNE 13 14 Sunday  6/15 (Father's Day) 
JUNE 20 21  
JUNE 27 28  
JULY 4  5 SAT   7/4 Independence Day  
JULY 11 12  
JULY 18 29   
JULY 25 26  SAM 30 Annual  - Schmidt Ranch    (tenative) 
AUG 1 3   
AUG 8 9  
AUG 15 16   
AUG 22 23   
AUG 29 30   
SEPT 5  6 Monday 9/7 Labor Day 
SEPT 12 13 Sun  NCFFC SGMA Combo FF/RC  Wageall fld. 
SEPT 19 20   
SEPT 26 27 25-27 SAM 27 CRASH & BASH  Schmidt Ranch 
OCT 3  4 4th-9th SAM CHAMPS  at  Boulder City, Nevada  
OCT 10 11 4th-9th SAM CHAMPS  at  Boulder City, Nevada 
OCT 17 18  
OCT      24  Sat  SGMA  Sweeper    FF/RC    Wageall fld. 
OCT 24 25 SAM 26 JOHN POND COMMEMORATIVE Taft, Ca  
OCT/N 31 1   
NOV 7 8 possible SAM 21 Collecto  actual date T.B.D. 
NOV 14 15  
NOV 21 22   
NOV 28 29 Thursday 11/26 Thanksgiving Day  
DEC  5  6 
DEC 12 14  
DEC 19 20  
DEC 26 27 Thursday 12/25 Christmas Day  

http://www.SAM-21.ORG
mailto:rosy@cheerful.com
http://www.geocities.
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Minutes of the SAM-21 Meeting  
Minutes of the SAM-21 Meeting of April 23, 2009 

 
Meeting called to order by President Copeland at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Saratoga Fire House. 
 

Members present 15; 1 guest 
 

Introduction of guests:  Alan Peterson, who is now a regular 
paid member. 
 

Minutes of the March Meeting:  Motion passed to accept the 
minutes as printed in the April Clipper. 

 
Treasurer�s Report:  For the period of 3/25/09 to 4/23/09 � re-
ported a beginning balance of $5,580.99 and an ending balance 
of $5,562.00.  Membership stands at 29 regular paid, 6 regular 
unpaid, 13 associate paid, 2 associate unpaid, 4 life � Total 54. 

 

Bills and Claims:  $65.66 Newsletter; $18.23 Badgemakers. 
 

Contest Reports:  Comp Coord: Lewis-a) Club Contest Results 
- it was windy and only 2 entries in ½ A Texaco and quite a few 

in Speed 400 - Lewis won ½ A Texaco and Chan won Speed 
400 event; b) Taft results:  Lewis was only member who went to 
Taft and he said nice weather but windy on Sunday; c) Sierra 
Champs � Weagell.  There were only 3 entries in RC and eleven 
in free flight.  Five members of SAM-21 attended. 
 

Scheduled Events:  Chichilitti:  SAM 21 Schmidt Ranch con-
test � Awards; Roselle discussed  purchasing cups from Bob 
Holman for prizes; decided to use donations from Kullman for 
prizes.  Discussion re first aid kit for club � Chan will purchase 
one from Costco.   
 

Other Reports:  Smith has a tentative date of November 14, 
2009 for collecto at Nordahl Hall in Los Gatos. 
 

Unfinished Business:  Roselle:  a) Report �Wings of History 

Open House display booth; Roselle talked about how planes are 
rebuilt at the museum; Terzian will be donating plastic airplane 
kits to pass out to visitors to the booth;  b) Copeland brought 
sample courtesy card and cards will be made for members to pass 
out when inquiries are made regarding the club. 
 

New Business:  Roselle � a)  Status of Ken Kullman donation
(s) to be used primarily for contest prizes; b) Chichilitti talked 
about converting electric Arfs to Glow;  Gurney talked about 
and handed out paper regarding converting the Glow to electric;  
Chan talked about converting an Anderson Pylon to electric with 
various electric motor mounts that he had made.   
 

Program: Gurney:  Silent Auction.  Many items up for bid.  
Some items were donated to the club providing an income of 
$65.   
 

Show & Tell:  Jake Chichilitti � Buccaneer STD, covered with 
white silk span trimmed in blue with a Brown Jr, weighs 53 ozs.; 
Roselle brought some plans from AMA called a BG Special 
1938�designed By Ben Gadeburg�Later a NASA engineer at 
Ames Research Center in the 1960�s;  Fred Terzian brought a 
glider that he purchased from eBay that was sold by Northeast 
Sailplane Products and the airplane was made in Bulgaria; Lewis 
brought a 910 sq. in. Arf bomber that he purchased  from Austra-
lia and the airplane was made in China;  Henry Smith brought 
an airplane called an Alert, with a Speed 400, from a 1942 Air 
Trails Magazine and it is covered in polyspan, trimmed in orange 
tissue.   
 

Sustinance Courtesy of:  George Joki         
Thanks once more to Lescher for the coffee! 

 

The next meeting will be held on May 28, 2009 at 7:30 p.m., at 
the Fire House in Saratoga, CA. 
 

The meeting was adjourned at 9:12 p.m.   
 

Respectfully submitted,       Gary Leopold, Sec/Treas. 

JAKE 

HENRY 

FRED 

LEWIS 
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MAY 2009 
 

April/ May  are/were  Some busy months! 
 
 
 

   First, the Tax Day DeStresser Contest went off 
well on 15 April, then I managed to stick my S400 
Dallaire 60 feet up in a Oak tree (You can read about 
our Bowry Boy�s  adventures involved in retrieving 

it further into these pages),   
  Then SAM 21 fielded a booth at last weeks Wings-
of-History Museum Fly-in down at Sam Martin  
right on the hottest weekend of the season so far, and 
have been commuting 40 miles two days a week to 
volunteer at WoHin order to help rebuild their full 
sized Pietenpol Air Camper which suffered and  
engine failure and forced landing crackup last year.  
     All that plus setting up for the annual SAM 21�s 

contest next week, with a departure immediately   
after by Janet & I to a week-long Stone family  
reunion at the Grand Canyon South rim!   
    Meanwhile, the Collings Foundation B17 & B24 
are in town this week, giving rides around the South 
Bay to well heeled affectionados.  And the Ghostly 
rumble of those big radials washes soothingly over 
me as I write this.   
 

    Watching the B-17 fly over the house early this 
morning I recalled that a friend of my parents during 
my youth, Bob Marlatt, then married with a family,  
had been a ball turret gunner during WW2.  A fact 
that I only learned many years later as Mr. Marlatt 
never talked about it.  Sadly he passed away just  
several years after my Dad, both of Cancer. 
 

More on Pirating from  Bob Angel 
 

As Bob wrote last month... 
�But we like to present useful information (in SAM 

26�s newsletter), regardless of its source, so we�ll con-

tinue to pirate anything from any source, as well as 
generate our own material. So let�s hope the few guys 

who�ve seen some of the material before can live with 

a little repetition.   BA 
 

Again, glad you feel that way Bob!  This months  
issue of the Clipper features Bob�s good ideas on 

fabricating an Ohlsson 60SP fuel tank for Alcohol.   
SNR 

 
.     Gone West      . 

Most of you have probably heard this by now,  
but here is Bob Angels write up� 

 

SAM LOST two of its' nicest and better known 
members last month. Don Blackburn passedaway 

after a bout with cancer, then Key Crawford, 
SAM'S Rocky Mountam Vice President 

went suddenly from an apparent heart attack. Don 
was one of the main master mechanics for restoring 
and tuning our antique engines. His Daughter Mo 

Wassell has offered to search out and return any en-
gines that had been left for repair with Don. Just send 
a complete description to her at glassger@aol. corn, 

or PO Box 643, Perkins, OK 74059.  
Key Crawford was in apparently good health, but 

apparently went while doing some moderately 
strenuous labor. They'll both be missed.     BA 

 
Further, there is a rumor that  
Ben Shereshaw is also gone. 

                             SNR 
 

Dang!  We need a little levity here 
to lighten things up! 

 
.          CHOISES          . 

 

A Baptist Preacher was seated 
next to a cowboy on a flight 
to Texas.  After the plane 

took off, the cowboy asked for 
a whiskey and soda, which was 
brought and placed before him.  

The flight attendant then 
asked the preacher if he would 
like a drink. Appalled, the 
preacher replied, I'd rather 

be tied up and taken advantage 
of by women of ill-repute, 

than let liquor touch my lips.   

The cowboy then handed his 
drink back to the attendant 
and said, "Me too, I didn't 
know we  had a choice.." 

Rosy�s  
Outlook 

mailto:glassger@aol.
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  TAXDAY DESTRESSER Contest & Fun Fly.  

April 15, 2009   
 

  Dave Lewis had proposed a club contest at the March 
meeting and we held the event at the DWARF�s field 

in south San Jose.  Since most  SAM 21�ers are retired 

we decided to hold it midweek on 15 April.   
What better way to get past the annual angst of prepar-
ing ones tithing to the government than to participate 
in an enjoyable activity as a reward?   

Thus, the TAXDAY DeStresser was born. 
 

24 hours previously the bay area was racked by high 
winds of up to 55 mph.  Trees blown down, boats ram-
ming the San Mateo bridge pilings, etc.  Contest day 
didn�t bode well for our fragile light weight models, 

with forecast winds of 17 to 19 mph!  Arriving at the 
field gate about 7:45am I found the air dead calm.  By 
8:30 the breeze had begun and flying was mainly a 
case of trying to get as far upwind on the climbout as 

one could.  It was a chilly morning and fingers were 
stiff on the sticks or flipping a prop. 
 

At times turbulence was extreme with my Dallaire  
hitting a roiling wall of wind that made me think the 
radio had stopped working.  Landings were interesting 
with several 20 foot drops at the last moment.  Brian 
Chan�s Simplex suffered a �ruptured duck� landing 

gear as a result.  The good news was that we mostly 
all flew, and no body wrecked or lost a model.  There 
was one shunt right in the pits but the model was 
quickly restored to flying status on field.  Good flying 
guys! 
 

Brian also flew his 84� Flying Quaker with electric 

motor power.  The Quaker was built by the late Al 
Ward, and Al would have been proud to see it in the 
air again. 
 

Several fellows came out to watch the proceedings 
and just schmooze.  Joe Poco, Tom Haney, Dave 
Brodsky, Ted Kafer, Bob VonKonsky, to name a few.  
Lets do it again soon!     SNR 

SPRING 2009 1/2A TEXACO & SPEED 400 CONTEST   ---   SAM 21                        APRIL 15, 2009 
 
SPEED 400                                                                                                                                         TOTAL 
1)      BRIAN CHAN               SIMPLEX 45             6:48            8:15           7:24                              15:39 
2)      STEVE ROSELLE           DALLAIRE                7:32            6:30           5:47                              14:02 
3)      HENRY SMITH             A-BOX                      6:56            5:06           5:38                              12:34 
4)      MAX JACOBSON         VIKING                     1:39               --                --                                  1:39 
 
1/2A TEXACO 
1)      DAVE LEWIS                ALERT                      4:45               --                --                                  4:45 
2)      DAVID SASSO              WASP                      4:11               :13             --                                  4:24 
 
SUM OF THE BEST TWO OF THREE OFFICIAL FLIGHTS . 
 
THE DAY STARTED CALM BUT SOON THE WIND STARTED.  TEMPS AROUND MID-50;  NOT THE BEST DAY FOR 
FLYING SMALL MODELS.  WE�LL TRY THIS AGAIN IN THE FALL                                               DAVE LEWIS 

VonKonsky, Saso,  & Poco Timing, fly-
ing, & spotting   in the DeStresser 

Brian flies the Ward Quaker 
With faux Ohlsson  electric power 
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 Those who have 

and those who will� 
 

 

From:Steve:     06 May 2009  
 

I've changed classifications to the latter... 
Short Story - My S400 Dallaire glided into tree about 
60 feet up this morning...(Well - I was distracted - So 
What! It's all my fault as PIC.)    Any ideas??? 
 

Ideas offered so far... 
    Model Heli with grappling hook. 
    Large helium balloon with hook. 
    Hire a tree climber... 
    Buy climbing belt & boot spikes  
    Wait for wind to blow it down... 
Think I'll checkout slingshots at a sporting goods store 
this afternoon�  Sling a weight with monofiliment 

line over limb to shake it out. 
 

Next recovery attempt:   DWARFs  Tomorrow 8am 
 

I remain:  Planeless in Mountain View         Steve 
������������������- 

B Chan wrote: 

Well, did Steve retrieve his plane? Anyone hurt them-
selves laughing in 
the process?                 Brian 
 
Bill Copeland wrote:  Brian: You youngsters just have 
to learn patience - after all they have only been at it 
for a week or so and there are only 10 of them. Let'em 
struggle for another week or so and you and I will go 
down and bail them out. (Tune up your chain saw in 
the meantime)                   Bill C 
 

 
Steve Writes:       Tree ONE -Roselle ZERO. 
I got there about 8am with VK, Saso, Lewis, Kafer 
already there - Cool and breezy.  Plane had moved - 
further into the foliage, overnight. 
 

Round 1 
I set up the slingshot and test fired it at an overhead 
branch.  WHAP! - the monofiliment line snarled and 
the weights (two 1/2 inch stove bolt nuts) rebounded 
and whacked me right in the lip.  Never saw them 
coming - Lucky it wasn�t my eye!!!  I'll survive - That 
which doesn't kill us makes us smarter  
(Well oh yeah? what idiot said that?) 
After several attempts it was apparent that the sling 
shot didn't have the power to loft the line to required 
height - further, the draw of unreeling the line wildly 
skewed the trajectory of the weight - At first we 
thot it was the wind.  But wrong  direction   
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- T�was line drag only.  
 
Round 2 
 Saso tried his bow.  Results were better but the arrow 
also wildly veered off track in the open.  David got 
several good shots to almost model height but when 
the line was pulled the arrow didn�t snag and we were 

unable to  shake the limb much. 
VK went out and got some heavier cotton line - heav-
ier and more visible but would not reach as high as 
with monofiliment. 
I had to leave about 10am and the guys tried some 
more, managing to loft the arrow and line over the tree 
& plane, but shaking it failed to dislodge the model. 
 

Other possibilities 
Ted has a kit for a tennis ball launcher that lofts leader 
line for Ham radio antennas.  Might work but has to 
be fabricated. 
Tomorrow I will try to locate a professional tree 
climber who works cheap!!  ( Wish me luck!) 
Also will try to get in touch with friend Roger Omara  
who used to be heavily into large gas powered heli-
copters...maybe he has a grappling hook (this would 
be a desperation measure...)Thanks to all for your 
thoughts and your assistance. 
   Steve - tuning up his Dad's 24" old Stihl chainsaw - 
heh heh heh! 

(just kidding!) 
 

PS - here are some shots by Ted.  Me with fat lip, and 
of myself and Robin Hood Saso.  We found that line 
drag was minimized by aiming the reel at the target 

along with the 
arrow.  That 
way the line 
reels out side-
ways like a fly 
fishing reel.  
 
 In this photo  
I am holding 

off the line so it 
doesn't snag on 
David when he 

shoots. 
 

Hoo Waa!    
snr 

 

On 5/7/09, Ted Kafer wrote:   
 Here are the pix from today's attempt. Best results 
were with Dave Saso's bow and arrow. I sure he must 
be related to Robin Hood as his accuracy was quite 
good.  One attempt snagged a limb near the aircraft 
and we could make it wiggle but it would not come 
free. 
 Here is the web site for a tennis ball launcher that I 
purchased a year or more ago when I had the same 
problem.  I don't have it together yet but it was de-
signed to put up antennas. 
 http://www.akbeng.com/products/antenna-
launchers/csv19-launcher/ 
 
From:Steve     Fri, 08 May 2009  
 

Huu Rah!  I'm a happy boy! 
Today I hired Jorge from Paul Bunyon Tree Co. in SJ.  
408-298-8733   In case you ever need him  - I Recom-
mend him! 
 

Within 15 minutes on the jobsite he had scaled the tree 
60 ft up. unsnarled it then desended straight down on 
the rope.  Plane retrieved virtually undamaged.  
The  2S 2100 LIPO measured 3.58v when plugged 
into the charger just now.  

Jorge rapelling down with Dallaire  
 
Slow charging it now.   Hope it will be OK after 52 
hours of on-time in the plane.  ( It is!  snr)    It was 
well worth the $75 +tip to get it back in one piece.  
 
I then spent the afternoon helping Ted assemble his 
Antenna Tennis Ball launcher.  Pumped up with a bi-
cycle pump to 50-75 lbs it is supposed to shoot a  

http://www.akbeng.com/products/antenna-
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tennis ball and monofiliment line clear over our Oak 
tree.  In this particular case I would have gotten the 
plane back but in pieces since we would have had to 
pull a large rope up and jerk it alot on both ends from 
the ground which would have ground up the model.  
 

Ted plans to test it  out Sunday morning at DWARF's.  
All the same  
 

I'll still contact Roger to see if he has developed  
a heli retrieval system.                                     Steve  

 DIRECTMODEL�S--- THE �LANZO� 85%  
         BOMBER ARF               by Dave Lewis 
 

    You might have noticed the ad in the latest SAM 
SPEAKS  (March-April 2009) on the next to last page; 
it caught my eye,  so I ordered it using my Master 
Card rather than Pay Pal.   Their web-site  is 
sales@directmodel.com.au.  About a week later, a big 
box arrived on my doorstep by Special Delivery of the 
US Postal Service . OK, so far so good.   The big box , 
as you might have guessed, came from China even 
though they say  Direct Model  is a bunch of SAM 
enthusiasts in Australia.  
    Here are the details starting with the name of the 

model.  It is called a �LANZO� and the name 

�Bomber� isn�t anywhere on the box or the model.  I 

presume this is because the original plans of Chet 
Lanzo showed the plans were copy-written, but if they 
want to call it a �LANZO� rather than  a �BOMBER� 

that�s OK with me, but it�s very definitely a 

�BOMBER� and I should know since I have built 

plenty of them . 
    The model is not a full size BOMBER but has a 85 
inch wing span with approximately 920 square inch 
wing area; it is about 85% of the original BOMBER 
but is still a nice size for Class C glow or C ignition 
work. Construction is more or less normal; the wing 
comes in 3 sections with the tips attached by two dow-
els plus a tongue and grove; you can glue the wing tips 
on permanently or they appear to be strong enough to 
just tape them on-- coming apart for storage or trans-
portation---suit   yourself.  The covering material 
(very neatly applied but not enough heat was used) is 
a transparent film somewhat similar to Ultra-cote 
transparent.  The ad in SAM SPEAKS shows the 
model with red and yellow covering, but the 3 models 

Mafioso Ted Kafer  wid his 
Chopper on running board  

of his Ford 

 
 
Below: 

Janet Roselle takes a hot lap with Frank 
Womack in his � ahem! Stock  V8  Ford 

roadster at Ranchaero airport, Chico, Ca in 
April.  That�s Frank�s Cub in background! 

mailto:sales@directmodel.com.au
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in the San Jose area are all blue and yellow (the  the 
red and yellow is better looking). There is no carbon 
fibre used in the wing and there are no spruce spars 
but the wing uses a non-standard deep spar and very 
light balsa.  All up weight of the wing is 17 ouches as 
compared to a �regular� BOMBER wing of the same 

size---16 ouches--- so weight of the plane is good.    
    The tail uses normal BOMBER construction with 
lots of very light balsa.  The tail is held on by four 
socket head screws  (furnished in the hardware 
packet).   I don�t know what kind of glue they used in 

putting this thing together.  I suspect a glue gun but 
there is very little residue;  It might be CA ---I just 
don�t know.  There were no loose joints or unglued 

pieces that I could find so quality control is very good, 
not perfect but very good.  Tail controls are activated 
by a pull-pull system running in tubing pushed 
through the fuse; all hardware is proved. 

    Now to the fuselage which is the most unusual part 
of the package.  Incidentally, there are no plans but 
there are instructions with lots of �how to� pictures 

one can download from their web-site.  The fuselage 
is lazer-cut (as are all the parts in the package) and 
some effort has been made to get rid of the black resi-
due but some places were missed and then were  cov-
ered with the transparent film covering so  now it is 
too late to do anything about the black soot.  The fuse 
is overlaid with a very light-weight plywood with lots 
of lazer cut outs surrounding a balsa box.  It really is 
quite ingenious the way they constructed the fuse and 
it is very, very strong an surprisingly quite light.  The 
landing gear are double struts (just like on the copy-
written 1980 Chester Lanzo BOMBER plans) .  Nice 
foam and plastic hub wheels are provided. 

    OK, is it worth the $279 US to get a nice ARF  
postage-paid Lanzo BOMBER??  Absolutely, it is 
well worth the cost and the �Lanzo� should be a good 

flier and will win its share of contests.  Now, if you 
are a purist and are turned off by the whole ARF con-
cept, don�t buy this thing.  But SAM needs more fliers 

and this �Lanzo� just might get a few more guys out 

there flying Old Timers-- which is the name of the 
game.                                                    DL 
 

BOB ANGEL on Building Alcohol proof 
Tanks for Ohlsson 60 SP engines 

 

THIS OHLSSON 60 TANK for alcohol fuel was 
scratch built. Alcohol fuel melts the original 
clear plastic tanks, and you also need more capacity 
than for gasoline. I used a plastic 35 MM film Canis-
ter, two 1-1/4" fender washers for the tank top and 
bottom, a tire valve stem and cap for the fill tube, plus 
some brass tubing and small hardware found around 
most home model shops. 
 

The hard part for most people would be lathe turning a 
small notch around the bottom edge of the fender 
washer if you don't have access to a lathe. That small 
indention is turned in the washer's edge just to main-
tain the shape of the flexible film cans' upper edge and 
keep it centered.   
 

Three items are soldered to the tank top  
as shown above: 

1) A smaller washer to reduce the size of the fender 
washers' center hole. 
2) The brass threaded end of the tire valve stem, 
which becomes the filler neck. 
3) A piece of brass tubing snuggled up against the 
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intake tube, which keeps the tank from rotating  
and coming loose. 
 

A length of 2-56 all-thread was used to tie the whole 
thing together top to bottom, with a shorter 
length of aluminum tubing slipped over the threads 
inside to act as a standoff to prevent the tank 
collapsing when the two lock nuts are tightened. A 
length of 4-40 all-thread could be used inside 
instead if that's easier to find. 

 
OHLSSON ENGINES have a designed in weak spot 
for mounting their hang tanks. Only the small brass 
spray bar holds the tank onto the intake tube and the 
whole assembly frequently vibrates loose. So I bor-
rowed the above brace strap idea from Tandy 
Walker, who I think burrowed it from someone else. 
The combination of the bottom brace and the brass 
tube soldered to the tank top keeps the assembly 
more secure.  
 

The bottom fender washer is used just to support the 
film canister whose bottom is still intact except for 
the small #2 center hole. It doesn't show in the pic-
ture but the hole in the brace strap for the 2-56 all-
thread is not just a round hole, but actually a small 
fore and aft slot to allow fine alignment of the canis-
ter squarely against the tank top.  
I used no seal at that top joint, but there is a small 
rubber washer made from a piece of bike tire at each 
end of the threaded 2-56 rod. At the bottom, the rub-
ber washer is between the fender washer and the 
plastic tank bottom. That washer was sized to fit over 
the 2-56 rod, but inside the fender washer's fairly 
large center hole. 
 

The spray bar had to be lengthened with fuel tubing 

to reach the bottom, so I added an internal fuel filter. 
The plastic tire stem cap has a small hole drilled in 
the top to let m replacement air.  fuel filter. The plas-
tic tire stem cap has a small hole drilled in the top. 
 
I was a little concerned about the height of the tank 
and the leaning out as it empties. But first tests didn't 
show a problem. That might be partly related to the 
fact that as altitude increases; the ideal fuel mixture 
needs to be leaner anyway.                               BA 

���������������� 
ATA     (All Terrain Aircraft!) 

 

Bob VonKonsky showed up at DWARF�s last month 

with his scratch built 3D model powered by a hot 
electric motor.  His friend Tex Neuman of Montana 

designed it.   Bob�s first flight was very exciting as he 

had not yet dialed down the control throws.  No  
damage done and he expects to tame the beast the 

next time it flys! 
���������������� 

 

THOSE WHO 
HAVE... 

 
 

Failed Slingshot &  
retrieval line spool 

lashup  >>> 
 

Which gave me a 
fat lip for a week. 
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SUNDAY 
 

A IGNITION LER 
B IGNITION LER 

C GLOW LER  
1/2A TEXACO 
1/2A SCALE 

ELECTRIC TEXACO   
BROWN JR LER 

OLD TIME GLIDER  
SOS ELECTRIC 

FOXACOY 
100-PLUS TEXACO 

SAM 21 OLD TIMER  
33rd   R/C  ANNUAL 
 MAY 30 & 31, 2009  

 

This year we will again fly at Miriam Schmidt�s ranch.   Come and RELAX 
under shady fruit trees in a grassy back yard while watching the flying action 

out in the BIG alphalfa field. 
 

Your hosts:  MIRIAM SCHMIDT & Family   916-684-2265 
(11948 Franklin Rd, Elk Grove, Ca. 95758) 

 

revA  Revised: 06 FEB 2009 
 

PFINAL    . 

SATURDAY 
 

A GLOW LER 
B GLOW LER 

C IGNITION LER 
TEXACO  combined      

A TEXACO 
ANTIQUE (combined) 

OHLSSON 23 
OHLSSON SIDEPORT 

ELECTRIC LMR  
S400LMR   

Spirit of SAM CONCOURS 

C.D.   JAKE CHICHILITTI 
Email: jake.chichilitti@dhl.com 

650-595-8105 
Pilots meeting:  8:30 AM both days.  
Contest closes Saturday at 4 pm, and ends 
Sunday at 3 pm.    

Entry fees:  $10.00 First event + $7.00 
additional events.  (includes $2 per event 
to our hostess for putting up with our she-
nanigans all weekend   (Because she likes 

us anyway,  she�d do it for nothing,  
but that�s the least we can do. 
 (because we like her back!) 

 

AMA Sanctioned meet    AMA Insurance required 

FOUR STROKE  FUN FLY event 
Both days!    Rules next page 

 

 EVENT NOTES   
 

FOUR STROKES flying in  GLOW L.E.R. Events! 
All FS are rated at 60% of actual displacement�open or  

enclosed rocker arms.  The 225 in2/0.1 in3 rule remains in effect 
 

Four Stroke Run Times are: 
18 seconds�Supercharged & Pressurized induction systems 
28 seconds�NON, or Muffler Pressurized induction systems 

 

Electric LMR & ETEX 
SAM 2008  Erules will apply  

NiCad-NiMh-Lipo Batteries OKS 

 

      S400LMR  -  a provisional event for 1/2A Texaco Electric 
models.  S400-6V motor, direct drive. 2 LiPo or 6 NiCd/NiMh,  

3minute motor run,  4 Flights - Sum of 2 best.   
   (Rules next page.) 

 

100 PLUS  TEXACO  - special event        - (rules next page) 

FOUR STROKE  FUN FLY - special event  - (rules next page) 
 

OLD TIME GLIDER�We will allow any balsa , polyhedral,  
rudder/elevator glider to fly, SAM legal or not! 

 

CONCOURS at Noon Saturday!          Scaling allowed. 
TROPHIES  & Prizes T.B.D. 

GRAND CHAMPION  Perpetual Trophy! 

  LOGISTICS  
   Miriam�s Friday night Taco Feed  @ 6:30 pm    $5.00  RSVP! 
   Pancake Breakfast both days (you fix it & wash up)  FREE  
   Lunch Saturday & Sunday around Noon     $5.00 
   Lasagna Banquet Saturday evening @ 6:00 pm     $10.00 
 

 SUPER 8 Motel  FLORIN Rd 916-427-7925  
 MOTEL 6  (2 locations)  MACK   Rd  916-689-6555   
 MOTEL 6    MACK   Rd  916-689-9141  
 GOLD RUSH Inn MACK   Rd 916-423-2003 
 JOHN JAY Inn  MASSIE Ct 916-689-4425 

GRANDO   RAFFLE    
 

Dave Lewis  donates a  900in2 PLAYBOY Sr. com-
plete with OSFP40 GLOW & Airtronics PCM radio. 
Ken Kullman has donates 72� Buzzard Bombshell 

with AXI electric power and Futaba Radio, 
and many Glow Engines as well! 

 
 

Many Thanks to Dave & Ken! 
 
 

TICKETS ARE $1.00 EACH or 6 FOR $5.00   
RAFFLE TO BE HELD NOON�SUNDAY. 

mailto:jake.chichilitti@dhl.com
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 Speed 400 LMR Event     
   latest 2010 proposed rules  

 

1. Any approved SAM Old Timer gas model airplane. By rule, 
North American Old Timer designs are limited to December 31, 
1942 and older (Section I, C). Non North American  designs are 
limited to their local SAM Chapter design date rules,  but in no 
case later than December 31, 1950.    Design authentication is the 
responsibility of the contestant. 
 

Scaling is allowed.  There is a 16 oz minimum weight require-
ment. The model�s name and design year shall appear  
somewhere on the model.  
 

2. Thrust will be provided by a non-folding (*), non-metal, propel-
ler of any size driven directly by a Graupner Speed 400-6V perma-
nent magnet ferrite motor without ball bearings.   After purchase 
timing adjustments are allowed.   
(*)  Folding props are allowed as long as they don�t fold in flight. 
 
 

 
 

3. The battery may be either six NiCad cells, or six NiMh cells, or 
two LiIon, LiPoly, or A123 cells of any capacity with  
producer's labeled voltage rating clearly visible.  Non Labeled 
packs may be approved at the CD�s discretion. 
Pack Rated voltage not to exceed 7.5 volts.  
 

4. The power to the motor must be radio controlled, and may be 
via ON/OFF,  ESC,  or  BEC-ESC devices. 
 

5. Flights may be hand launched with landing area determined by 
field rules.  
 

6. The motor may be run only during the first 180 seconds of the 
flight; any running of the motor afterwards results in a zero score 
for that flight.   Run times and/or flyoff times may be changed at 
the discretion of the C.D. 
 

7.  A model's score is the sum of the best two of three 15 minute 
max flights.  

 

CD Jake Chichilitti is a member of SAM 21 and has stepped forward to assume the duties of Contest Director.  Jake 
was assistant RC CD  last year  and will do an excellent job for us.  I�m sure you will give him all your support in run-

ning our event this year.   
Jake will need additional support running the contest:  Texaco Fueler, Field Marshal, Hamburger Chef, etc. each day. As 
well as general helping out to setup and take down the various equipments.    Don�t forget to assist Miriam Schmidt in 
preparing the meals (but She�s da Boss!), and with cleaning up later.  Miriam has again volunteered to purchase all the 

culinary items required.        Dave Lewis has stepped up to be Awards Chairman as well as donating a Grand Raffle 
prize.  Take time yourself to step forward and give Jake a call, or 

Email, to let him know you will be glad to help!   
Jake, Miriam, SAM 21, and myself be in your debt!  

 
 
 
 
 
 Keep watching  this space for further developments, etc 100 PLUS TEXACO   

 A new event proposed     by Bob VonKonsky 
 

A Contest for Antique Model Airplanes with an original wingspan of 100 inches 
and over, and designed prior  to January 1943. 

 

Criteria: 
1 ) No scaling up or down.  Copies of original plans or SAM approved plans 

must be used. 
2) Any size internal combustion engine may be used. 

The cubic inch displacement is the contestant's choice; however, the engine 
must stay within AMA insurance rules. 

3) Fuel: Contestant's choice. 
4) Fuel allotment is 4cc of fuel per pound of model weight, rounded to the near-

est pound. 
5) No model weight limit; however, the weight must stay within AMA insur-

ance rules. 
6) Each contestant gets two flights. The single best time of the two flights will 

be counted.  
7) Additionally, each contestant is allowed two attempted flights.  

An attempted flight is a flight aborted within two minutes of take off. 
 

Notes: 
This is an Texaco event for larger models  -  100 inch span minimum, but 

without the contrived Seven pound max fuel allotment of the standard Texaco 
event. 

I�ve modified Bob 1/8 oz per pound fuel allotment in the interest of commonal-

ity with the Standard  Texaco event�and most syringes on the field these days.      
           FYI:   1/8oz = 3.637544cc        SNR 

 

FOUR STROKE   FUN FLY  
 

a Fun Fly Duration event  for SAM  flyers who normally 
don�t fly at contests.  �Professional� contestants may be 

barred at the whim of the originator�Steve Roselle 
 

Standard LER rules apply�with following exceptions. 
Only Four stroke engines allowed. 

 

Certain non-SAM �Old Timey� Designs allowed... 
Such as MB DragonFly�Check with C.D 

 

The 225in2/0.1in3 rule is  WAIVED   for this event 
 

Engine run times are as follows: 
0.001 to 0.300 in3 � 50 seconds 
0.301 to 0.650 in3 � 40 seconds 
0.651 to 1.200 in3 � 30 seconds 

Max is 7 minutes 
Score is sum of best 2 of 4 flights 

 

Fly either day  - or both!  Best set of scores prevails. 
Prizes to 3rd place! 
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FOUR STROKE   L.E.R.    event proposal 
 

In lurking on RC Groups for the last few months, I've become 
aware that there many SAM sport flyers who power their models 

with 4 stroke engines. 
 

These engines have been long handicapped out of serious conten-
tion by the SAM rules. Four Stroke engines are quieter and less 
obnoxious than modern two Stoke engines.  They provide large 

amounts of low RPM torque�the perfect engine for SAM  
designs which are primarily Time-To-Climb vehicles.  If you 
think of the four stroker as a Tractor engine then the natural  

affinity between them and Old Timers becomes clear! 
 

It would be great to include more sport flyers at SAM events & 
I�m convinced there is room for four stroke models in SAM  

Contests, if only an easily accomplished rule set were  
devised.  Eventually the ole' light bulb clicked on upstairs and 
the following concept rules dribbled out on the floor. I quickly 

swept them up and present them below. 
 

I will sponsor this event at the annual SAM 21 RANCH ROMP 
on 30-31 May 2009 at the Schmidt Ranch in Elk Grove, Ca. 

(Go to:  www.sam-21.org   for latest flyer ) 
 
 

DAVE LEWIS is donating his 900 in2 PLAYBOY 
SR with OS40 FP to our contest raffle.  

 
 

Engine run times are pure W.A.G. and might be  
adjusted after further consideration... 

 

All comments gladly accepted and reconsidered..... 
Steve Roselle 

         This just in!                                            FOUR STROKE Prizes 
Ken Kullman has donated two 60 class Four Stroke engines as prizes: One for the 4 Stroke FunFly and one for Best 4 stroke per-
formance in the Standard C LER events.  The engine on the left is an original OS60FS with chromed head and machines carb,  Later 
60FS has cast head & carb.  It�s arguably an Ignition Texaco engine rather than LER  but a valuable trophy all the same! 
 

The one on the right is a next generation OS 61 FS  (not Surpass) and also fit-
ted with Otto Bernhardt�s ignition points. 
 

Additionally I will donate suitable 4 stroke prizes for  A & B LER. One is an 
OS 26 Surpass obtained from Bill Hofstetters Collection, and the B prize will 
probably be a 40 of some sort, but yet to be determined. 
 

By the way with the 60% displacement rule in effect for all 4 strokes the limits 
for classes A, B & C  are: 
 

A LER: up to 4 stroke  0.33 in3 
B LER: up to 4 stroke  0.50 in3 
C LER: up to 4 stroke  1.08 in3 

MANY Thanks to Jake, Bruce, Lescher, Fred, Walt, Brian for manning up the 
WoH  SAM 21 Booth last weekend on a very hot day!   President Bill Copeland 
loaned us the main Canopy which worked very well.  Many folks passed by and 
who knows we may even gain a member or three  because of our showing! 

Brian Chan photo 

http://www.sam-21.org
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Bob VonKonsky would like to borrow the below 
plans to make a copy & has plans for others to do 

likewise: 
 

      Pond Plan # 
 32F7 BERRYLOID 1937 WINNER 114� ROLL ( JASCO 1938 YEARBOOK ) 
 1B5 BERRYLOID 1938 WINNER 72� COOVERT  (AIRTRAILS 11/38) 
 1E5 BIG GULL   DAVIS    152� MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS  7/38 
 39G4 BLITZBUGGY   80� BRUCE LESTER 1940 
 1B4 BLUE DRAGON   96� CE BOWDON  1934 
 5G3 BOWDEN International Winner 96�  JASCO 1937 YEARBOOK 
 5D1 CADET  SHERESHAW     84� FLYING ACES 9/38 
 1F1 CLIP-AIR    96� TOLEDO MODEL AIRPLANE SUPPLY  1937  
 11C7 DOLPHIN  PETRIDES 108� MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS  7/39   
 5F7 FLYING STICK   84� SCHMADIG - MODEL CRAFTSMAN  4/37 
 71D1 FREECON    96� EVERETT MAN 6/48 
 2F6 XP-3 PUSHER   120� SHERESHAW   Model Builder Handbook 
 6E7 PRIVATEER CUSTOM   114� BERKELEY MODELS INC  1955  
 

Also Bob has two hard bound books of selected SAM era plans and construction articles For Sale. 


